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Background
In Australia it has been estimated that for every four adults with diagnosed
diabetes, there was one who was undiagnosed and three people at high risk
of diabetes1. The high prevalence of undiagnosed diabetes and the increased
risk of diabetes and cardiovascular disease in those with pre-diabetes,
highlights the importance of early detection of the disease2.
Periodontal disease has been described as the “sixth complication “of
diabetes3 and as over half of adults in Australia visit the dentist annually for a
check-up4, the oral healthcare setting affords a unique opportunity to screen
for prediabetes/ type 2 diabetes.
For diabetes screening to be routinely preformed and effective it must gain
wide acceptance amongst oral healthcare professionals. Oral Healthcare
Professional (OHP) acceptance is critical for the successful implementation of
medical screening in the oral healthcare setting.

Results
Four main themes emerged from the interviews:
Theme 1: OHPs were willing to screen for prediabetes/diabetes
“I feel that we are in a great position to be able to diagnose ...to
help in the diagnosis of lots of other diseases not just things
that involve the mouth. So it’s another thing that I'm very proud
that we do”-OHP 1

Theme 2: OHPs believe screening is an important procedure and can be
beneficial to their patient’s health

“We're seen as the health care provider that often sees more
patients perhaps than their local GP.”-OHP 5

Aim

A qualitative evaluation was organised to:
• obtain a better understanding of the usefulness of this approach to
screening for prediabetes and type 2 diabetes, from the perspectives of
the various stakeholders themselves.
• to understand the concerns and perceived barriers to screening in oral
health care settings.

Theme 3: Barriers exist to the implementation of screening including
uncertainty about screening methodology, concern about patient acceptance
of medical screening, time, costs and resources required to screen patients
and whether screening was legal and within their scope of professional
practice.
“It's depends on the type of blood test you do. In drawing
blood, I don't feel comfortable with. But if it was a skin
prick test, I wouldn't have any issues of that”-OHP 3

Theme 4: Screening requires effective collaboration and communication
between OHPs and General Medical Practitioners (GMP)

“I see barriers with the medical profession because certainly in
the dental profession we're currently going through a situation
where we're talking about other health professionals doing our
jobs as well. So just see it as blurring the lines as long as the
GMP, their GMP is on one side and they're happy with you
doing that. I think that's a courtesy issue.”-OHP 8

Method

Semi-structured qualitative interviews were conducted with eleven oral
healthcare professionals: eight dentists, two dental hygienists and an oral
health therapist.
The schedule of questions consisted of eight questions grouped into four
themes:

Conclusions

• The oral health care setting is an appropriate setting for medical
screening, and oral health professionals are willing to participate in
screening for prediabetes/ type 2 diabetes.
• The OHPs saw medical screening as being part of their role as an oral
healthcare professional and important to the overall health of their
patients.
• For the successful implementation of a screening programme several
barriers need to be addressed, including time, cost, resources and
legalities.
• For screening to be successful the OHPs recognised the need to
collaborate with GMPs who would diagnose, provide follow-up and be
responsible for the medical management of the patient.
• Achieving co-ordinated, cohesive and effective care for the patient
required interprofessional communication, well defined referral pathways
and follow-up.

Interviews were audio recorded and transcribed verbatim. The interview
transcripts were then imported into QSR - NVivo Version 11.1.1 software and
analysed using thematic analysis to identify key patterns, trends in the data
and recurring themes.
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